Data Analytics and Operational Data Integration to reach out to Rural Masses for Early Detection of Non-communicable Diseases
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Abstract

This paper demonstrates the analysis of healthcare data and integration of operational data to abate the prevalence incidence of non-communicable diseases (NCD). Pilot experiments have been carried out in Suttur village, by screening the masses for early detection of NCDs. An app has been developed to record patient profile onto a tablet. The record is synchronized to update the database on the cloud where the repository is maintained. This provides an efficient way of analysis and statistics to the huge amount of health data. ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) is a process used to extract data from data repository and transform the data based on user requirements and store in a target database as a single repository which helps to achieve goals proactively and on time. The main aim of this paper is to generate reports from the collection of health data by using tools like QlikView for Business Objects as a front end tool for generation of reports and charts. Oracle 11g as backend tool for creation of data repository and Talend Open Studio 5.4 as an ETL tool. We conclude that ETL systems enable a smooth migration from one system to another. By creating an ETL script for each system, data can be stored in a consistent format in the repository. The source system can then be changed, without any impact on the repository or the reporting/analysis systems. Therefore there are phenomenal improvements in turnaround time for data access and reporting. The entire health data can be standardized as there will be one view of information. Health data synced by various sources from different places can be merged to create a more comprehensive information source. This leads to reduction in costs to create and distribute information and reports and also helps in reduction of prevalence incidence of NCDs.
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Introduction

The mortality rate due to Non-communicable diseases (NCDs) is increasing and 75% of Indians in rural villages are the victims of NCDs such as Diabetes, Hypertension and Obesity which represent global burden of diseases and cause deaths each year mainly in rural areas [1]. This is in turn affecting the economic conditions of the people. The health-related datasets provide access to patient information to study, analyze and report the health conditions and outcomes for making decisions, policies and to develop processes [2,3].

Data warehouse has been defined by Bill Inmon as a subject-oriented which can be used to analyze a particular subject area, integrated which integrates data from multiple sources, time-variant which enables to retrieve historical data and non-volatile collection of data in support of management’s decision making process [4]. Ralph Kimball defines data warehouse as a system that extracts, cleans, conforms, and delivers source data into a dimensional data store and then supports and implements querying and analysis for the purpose of decision makes [5]. In this paper, data warehouse has been modeled to analyze to improve outcomes, safety and patient satisfaction. And accordingly the database is structured. The data warehouse consists of tools to extract data from the multiple operational databases and other external sources, to clean, transform and integrate these data and to load into the data warehouse [6]. The health data collected are stored and managed in the warehouse. Datas mart present multidimensional views of data to a variety of front end tools like query tools, report writers, analysis tools, and data mining tools [7]. Data warehouse provides an effective way of analysis and statistics to the huge amount of data and helps in decision making. The concept of ETL is followed which means Extract, Transform and Load where data from different sources are extracted, stored in a single repository and analyzed for supporting decision making. Data warehouse enables extraction of information from more than one area and have a single view of information used for decision making. In healthcare sector, in order to store all the patient data, a tool is used which is a comprehensive Adverse Event (AE) tracking and reporting system which will be used as a source for any ETL tool for generating the report in order to investigate the results and provide regulatory authorities to take necessary actions. Available data sets from the authorities as a source for data analysis and report generation may also be used. Early diagnosis of NCDs is beneficial in enabling less invasive diagnostic evaluation and treatment. It also accelerates the timeline for intervention, reduces the scale and costs of medication and other interventions and May also increases mortality rate or at least delay the onset of symptoms which helps to maximize patient quality of life. Therefore there is a burning need for an effective screening system for early detection, analysis and reporting of NCD in rural areas. Many programs have been launched by the government and Non-governmental organizations to screen the rural masses to identify the individuals at risk and take necessary actions. But the bottleneck for all these programs has been the acute shortage of specialists and experts to screen analyze and report [8].The analysis of the data collected is manually done by Community medicine personnel and reports are generated.

The effectiveness of NCDs screening and utilization of experts time rely on the platform which is offering screening, management of referrals and deskilling. The objective of this work is to develop and
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measure the efficiency of screening the rural masses for NCDs and the analysis of the information flow, patient referrals and follow-ups providing an intelligent, affordable and accessible system that involves deskillling and optimization.

This study is done in association with the Department of Community Medicine, JSS Hospital, Mysuru, India, which is a 1800-bedded hospital offering comprehensive medical services. JSS Hospital has taken up several projects involving community health survey, health education & treatment for various ailments in Sri Kshethra Suttur village which is situated in Nanjangud Taluk, Mysuru District, Karnataka ,India. It has a population of nearly 5,000. This is an on-going project in which charts and reports are generated to serve various departments of the hospital to take necessary actions or conduct various programs related to the patients’ health in the 13 villages of Sri Kshethra Suttur, Mysuru, India. As per guidelines issued by JSS Medical College, screening involves simple clinical examination comprising of relevant questions and easily conducted physical measurements such as demographic details, history of diabetes, history of tobacco and alcohol consumption and measurement of blood pressure, blood sugar, height, abdominal circumference etc. These data stored in the warehouse are then used to periodically generate reports and charts based on queries.

Existing system

Mart is designed for analytical and reporting purposes and also as a data provider for the downstream applications in Reporting and Analytics such as Dashboards/Graphs. Due to the nature of data in the source application there is a possibility of sparsely populated record set in the source application. And as per the regulatory guidelines certain information need to be captured as reported without any corrections to the data [9].

Owing to the above, it is understood that the source data can be incomplete in many instances. This key consideration is being taken into account while populating and accessing the data using ETL process. Existing data (legacy and data that is available on the initial run) will be loaded on the first run. Thereafter, only incremental data will be captured and processed during every subsequent run. Any updates within the case version will be captured and maintained as Slowly Changing Dimensions (SCD) [9].

Fething the data from various sources requires sequential query fetching and output will be generated as excel sheet which has several drawbacks in which user should know the concept of Database queries and identification of required data in millions of records which is tedious. Since excel sheets are used, it has many limitations which mean it stores only 256 columns. Adding such kind of sheets in millions reduces the performance to fetch the data. Hence to improve this, database concept is used where sequential query fetching for the end users is a tedious job.

Therefore limitations of the existing system are sequential query fetching, redundancy in data and requirement of query language by experts to fetch the data from data base. To overcome these limitations, a system is modeled to develop and measure the efficiency of screening and the analysis of the records using Oracle Schema creation, DDL statements creation, Talend software to create and run jobs and Qlikview for analysis and reporting.

Methodology

This is an ongoing project undertaken in association with the Department of Community medicine, JSS Medical College, Mysuru and Primary Healthcare Centre, Sri Kshethra Suttur, Nanjangud Taluk, Mysuru, to reach out to the rural masses. Pilot experiments have been carried out in Suttur Mysuru, by screening the masses for early detection and analysis and reporting of non-communicable diseases. An app has been developed to record patient demographics, vitals and other details onto tablets. These tabs are given to Community health workers who covered 13 villages of Suttur, go door-to-door and recorded patient demographics by screening for vitals like BP, Sugar, abdominal circumference, etc., [10]. A total of 150 cases were screened and values were recorded on the tab.

These records are synchronized to update the data warehouse on the cloud where the repository is maintained. The cloud is maintained at Forus Health Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru. The data warehouse is in a denormalized form with duplications or incomplete entries in the source layer. Then the warehouse is normalized in the staging area where duplicate, redundant and incomplete records are removed or filtered. This normalized and cleansed database (target database) is connected to reporting layer which displays only required data based on the selection criteria of the user which are used for analysis and reporting. Data warehouse are refreshed periodically by extracting, transforming, cleaning and consolidating data from several operational data sources. The data in the warehouse is then used to periodically generate reports, or to rebuild multidimensional views of the data for on-line querying and analysis.

Proposed system

The overall system architecture of the proposed system is as Shown in Figure 1

The system is grouped into the following areas or layers of the warehouse.

Source layer: Source layer contains data from different databases across Suttur villages which are in de-normalized form i.e., databasing with redundant data [11]. Due to some reason a patient record could be entered more than once by the community health worker. This layer is not accessible to end user for report generation.

Staging area: The information in this layer is typically a copy of the source system (or operational system) data along with some cleaning (filtering out error records), control and audit events. Staging area is strictly a Data Warehouse layer and no access will be given to the business users. Therefore reports cannot be run against this area. This area ensures that the window of access to the source system is minimal. At the same time, it is ensured that all the data required for running the daily cycle is available in the Data Warehouse. The frequency of the load is configurable. These processes may apply consistency, standardization of structure, data cleansing, business rule transformation etc. The Centralized Data Warehouse (CDW) layer is generally in the Third Normal Form (3NF) i.e., reduction of duplicate or redundant data [11], in which all the duplicate and redundant records are removed, which can also contain de-normalized tables.

Data mart: It’s a subset of Data Warehouse normally referred to as target database. The Data Mart is based on Dimensional modeling which uses the concepts of facts (measures), and dimensions (context) [11]. This is the ideal place for analytical reports and dash boards to be generated. This contains aggregated tables at various levels. This is fully normalized and cleansed required data schema and the reporting layer is directly connected to this database. All the operations performed in the dashboard of the reports will be directly handled by the Data Mart.

Report layer: Finally report layer is the front end of the Data Mart
for user friendliness which displays only required data based on the selection criteria of the user [12].

Implementation

The following 4 modules are implemented in this application:
1. Oracle Schema creation.
2. Creation of DDL statements.
3. Create and Run jobs using Talend software.
4. Reporting layer

Oracle schema creation

This section explains the creation of Oracle users in order to load the data at various levels (i.e. source, staging and target).

Open the Oracle installed and login to Oracle as system user and create Oracle user by using the syntax below. Use the CREATE USER statement to create and configure a database user, which is an account through which you can log in to the database, and to establish the means by which Oracle Database permits access by the user as Shown in Figure 2.

Syntax: Create user USERNAME identified by Password;

Once user is created, grant DBA privileges to the user so that user will have the respective privileges to create table and structures.

Syntax: Grant DBA to USERNAME; Shown in Figure 2-4.

Data are collected from various community health workers going door-to-door in all the 13 villages of Suttur. The files in different tabs of source will be migrated to staging area with one to one mapping without any change but in single format (Oracle 11g) this staging area is exact replica of source in single format as shown in Fig 4. All the data in staging area are in denormalized form and cleaning/filtering is required to remove duplicate/incomplete records. Some of the fields are Age_group, Hyper_tension, Family_income, etc., which are migrated to staging area without any change.

Staging to target: The data flow between staging and target is depicted in Fig 5 where business logic is applied and all the tables’ primary keys of staging area will be moved to the fact table where they
act as foreign keys. All cleaned data in normalized form after joining all the required tables will be obtained as star schema structure in target database. For e.g., source S_Age_group which is in denormalized form is transformed into normalized D_Age_group (Figure 5).

**Target to reporting:** The data flow between target and report layer is depicted in Fig 6 where databases are fetched on the selection criteria with the help of Business Objects (BO) tools and it will internally fetch the required columns and display the data as an output on the dashboard as per the requirements. For e.g., the normalized fields D_Age_group, D_Hyper_tension, D_Family_income, etc., are ready to be presented to the Report layer. Based on the user query, fields are fetched and related charts and reports are generated (Figure 6).
Creation of DDL statements: Creation of tables/structures for the Oracle users based on the data modeling design document is done in this step.

Create/import jobs using talent software

Stage jobs creation: Once the source data preparation is done, read data from source and load to the stage. The sources may be database files/text files/excel files. One-to-one mapping from source to staging and no cleaning of data are required. In the query section the data from the source is read by selecting all the columns [13].

Various components are used to read the data from different sources namely:
- a. **t Oracle input**: To reads the data from the database.
- b. **t File list**: To read the data from textfiles.
- c. **t File Input Excel**: To read the data from excel files.

Once it is all set click the run button in order to read the data from source to staging. After successful run the stage jobs verify the data loaded properly in the stage schema. Similarly load the data from different sources. Once one to one mapping of data loading from source to staging apply the business logics in order to clean the data by selecting only the relevant records in the query section and load into the target database. After reading data from stage schema store data into the target database using Oracle SCD components which allow to change the dimension of the table before loading into the target. After successful run of the target data, verify whether relevant data are loaded by logging into the target schema database. Ensure that all the data are loaded properly and perform unit testing for the data loaded. Then this should act as a source to the report layer to fetch data. The data loaded successfully can be verified by cross checking the target database details which ensures that Data cleansing and Data denormalizations are done.

ODBC connections from target to report layer

Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) is a protocol that can be used to connect a Microsoft Access database to an external data source such as Oracle/server.

Reporting layer

Once the data source is added, load the data into the front end by performing the following:
1. Open the Qlikview.
2. Design the Qlikview.
3. Reload the configuration.

While reloading the process, it will fetch the data from the target database and display in the front end. The data display can be modified with various selection criteria.

Ensure that Oracle Data Base Connection (ODBC) connection is successful and select the data source of target ODBC and click on load by selecting the various chart types and selection criteria. The data are displayed in report format on the front end as shown in Figures 7-9.

Table 1 is the report generated in tabular form for the selected criteria. Totally 150 cases were imported to source layer in denormalized form. After normalization, the total cases were filtered to 145.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE_GROUP</th>
<th>GENDER</th>
<th>DRINKING HISTORY</th>
<th>SMOKER</th>
<th>HYPER_TENSION</th>
<th>FAMILYHISTORY DIABETES</th>
<th>FAMILY INCOME</th>
<th>Cases Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Extreme Lower</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Case Count =1 with the selected criteria.
reporting can be matched. Reports are generated in the form of charts and tables. It is also easy to analyze the report and check the severity of the cases (Table 2).

Table 2 depicts the number of case count with the criteria, Age_group between 30 and 50 years, Gender being female, with no alcohol and smoking history, BP > 120/80, with a family member being diabetic and economically poor background. This helps the patient to know her health status, the health worker alerts the patient of the complications, clinical intervention and treatment required. It also helps the Department of Community Medicine to have a statistical and disease analysis of these rural areas to take necessary actions.

**Conclusion and Future Enhancement**

A key use for ETL systems is to enable a smooth migration from one system to another. By creating an ETL script for each system, data can be stored in a consistent format in the data warehouse. The source system can then be changed, without any impact on the data warehouse or the reporting/analysis systems. It has the following advantages:

1. Phenomenal improvements in turnaround time for data access and reporting.
2. Standardizing data across the organization so that there will be one view of information.

3. Merging data from various source systems to create a more comprehensive information source.

4. Reduction in costs to create and distribute information and reports.

5. Helps in informing the public health system of the prevalence of various routine disease conditions.

6. Prepares the health system to respond to unforeseen epidemics so that effective therapy is given at the right time and place.

Since open source software's are used in developing this system, it is sufficient to build the databases through the app which can be installed on tabs. People with minimum computer literacy can use the app and fill in the information where most of the fields have drop-down menus to select options.

As future enhancement, it is intended to port the app on to smart phones which are handy and using the fields available in the data warehouse, predict related diseases to abate the prevalence incidence of various diseases.
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